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All organizations that use cloud face challenges in cost 
management. 82% of IT Decision Makers rank “managing spend” as 
their top cloud challenge. EVOTEK helps organizations implement a 
cost operation model in line with industry best practices. The goal 
is to enable the organization to manage costs while maintaining 
business agility and our assessment helps you get on the right path 
with cost visibility, forecasting, management, and budget control.

Business Challenge 
Leaders waste countless hours manipulating spreadsheets to 
accurately report cloud spend while navigating confusing commitment 
options and licensing complexity across multiple cloud vendors. It is also difficult to get buy-in from across the 
organization for cloud optimization, as engineering, finance, and business teams all have different priorities.

As a result, organizations pay more for cloud than expected, experiencing “bill shock” and innovation slowdown. 
They find themselves needlessly paying for underused or oversized resources, and unless they can navigate a 
myriad of cloud purchasing vehicles and commitment opportunities across multiple vendors, they pay a higher 
rate than necessary for the resources needed. Our FinOps Assessment helps businesses use only what they need, 
pay less for what they use, and identify quick wins for immediate savings. 

EVOTEK is uniquely equipped to enable 
customers while driving business results. 
Our approach aligns the organization by 
encouraging cross-team engagement 
between business, technology, and 
regulation. By providing stakeholder 
visibility, clients see less siloed activity, 
reduced duplication of work, better resource 
utilization, and a more efficient reporting 
framework. With a comprehensive framework 
built to solve today’s business needs, 
EVOTEK brings a thorough, full-service 
approach to advisory services. As a result, 
EVOTEK can provide the rapid and efficient 
execution required to compete in today’s 
transformational climate.
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A Proven Solution 
The EVOTEK FinOps Assessment offers key insights to optimize 
multi-cloud spending. Our one-week assessment reveals 
current spend, estimates savings, and outlines clear steps for 
cost efficiency.
• Analyze current cloud billing statements. Get a high-level 

of view of your cloud spend by business group, product, or 
resource

• Identify opportunities to optimize rates and usage. Estimate 
potential savings, and identify near-term actions to capture 
savings

• Review current reporting and tagging structure. Identify 
opportunities for to better align cloud spend to business 
outcomes

• Evaluate current tools and processes. Compare to industry-
standard best practices.  Identify near-term opportunities for 
improvement

At the end of assessment, EVOTEK will provide a high-level 
map of current cloud spend, near-term opportunities to reduce 
spend, and a road-map for building a FinOps practice.

Get control of your organization’s cloud costs without 
sacrificing agility 
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